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Life After Prison Chapter 1931-Not only did Severin have the Divine 
Constitution, but he was also well–gifted in the art of Alchemy similar to 
Emery. Raymond trusted and firmly believed one day Severin would make his 
name well known to every household in Southsky. 

At least, a powerful man who could become a great leader. 

There were six core disciples in the Grandiuno Sect. Other than Severin, the 
other five were very powerful too. Karl, the strongest of them was now a 
paragon. The second on the list was Spencer Yade. He possessed the True 
Dragon Constitution which belonged to the Element Constitution group. His 
body was as tough as the dragon. He had a fighting spirit as cruel as the 
dragon too. 

Next on the list was Riley Boyer with a Nine Yang Body Constitution. He could 
punch with the impact of the sun. Any attacks were pointless and useless to 
him. 

Even when Raymond was now a level nine supreme saint and not too far from 
advancing to the paragon, he had yet to learn who would be the last one 
standing between the fight of the core disciples. Not to mention getting on the 
list to go to the Grandiuno Sacred Land in Midland. 

However, he saw an opportunity now as Severin became the sixth member of 
the original five core disciples and became a threat to the original core 
disciples. 

After thinking deeply, he waved his hand and his spatial ring sparkled. 

Subsequently, a red color spiritual fruit in the size of a thumb appeared in his 
hand. Although it was small in size, the spiritual fruit gave out a very thick 
medicinal smell. With just one or two smells of the spiritual fruit, even the 
supreme saint would feel the spiritual energy in his body tumbling. His limbs 
would be filled with strength. A very rare spiritual fruit indeed it was. 

He looked at the sixth–grade spiritual fruit and passed it to his two lackeys. 

“Here, take this to junior brother Severin at Pearl Light Isle.” The lackeys were 
shocked to hear that as they knew how rare the spiritual fruit was. 



The thinner guy asked shockingly, “Sir, you had gone through a lot of trouble 
to get this Ruby Spiritual Fruit in the Artic Heights. Have you forgotten it’s a 
sixth– grade spiritual fruit? How could you just give it out as a gift? 

Raymond could tell his lackey was feeling pity and tried to advise him. Yet, he 
smiled and said, “Why? I think it’s worth it.” He sounded very determined and 
his lackeys were at a loss for words after hearing that. 

Although the best way to gain a good impression was when the person 
needed help the most, it could be the icing on the cake to give Severin a 
present now since Severin was on the rise. 

“Yes, sir!” All of a sudden, the muscular lackey seemed to understand what 
Raymond was trying to do. He cupped his hand and took the Ruby Spiritual 
Fruit. 

As they turned around and left the hall, they flew into the air to head towards 
the Pearl Light Isle. 

The news about Severin surpassing Emery on the Top Alchemist ranking and 
becoming the third on the list was all over the sect. In fact, it created a huge 
commotion. 

Meanwhile, the First Mountain was overseeing a sea of clouds. At the peak of 
the mountain, an extravagant and glorious palace was built. 

Oskar was sitting in the middle and the top wearing his green robe and 
listening to the elders reporting to him. As he listened, he slowly combed his 
mustache. 

All the elders had the attainment of the paragon. Among them, was someone 
Severin very familiar with, Ferland. 

After the end of the sacred lake, he brought back all the newly recruited 
members to the sect. With that, he successfully advanced to be a paragon. 

Promoted from outer elder to inner elder. 

Just then, an elder said obsequiously, “Mister Okar, I and others just heard 
when we passed Sixth. 



Mountain that our sect’s sixth core disciple, Severin, ranked third on the Top 
Alchemist Ranking list. He also passed the fifth level of Alchemy Tower and 
entered the sixth floor.” 

Life After Prison Chapter 1932-Knowing that it was about Severin, Oskar 
could not help but ask curiously, “Oh? 

What happened exactly?” As the top combatant of the Grandiuno Sect, he 
had been in seclusion during that period and did not know much about the 
affairs within the sect. 

Normally, all matters in the sect–be it large and small–were handled by the 
elders. It would be impossible for Oskar to care about every little detail, so 
naturally he did not know much about what Severin was doing in Alchemy 
Tower. 

Upon hearing that, several elders immediately recounted to him how Severin 
passed one level after another in the Alchemy Tower. After that, an elder 
sighed and said, “It seems Grandiuno Sect is going to have another genius!” 
After hearing the whole story, Oskar was so happy that he could not help but 
smile. The reason why Severin was recruited into the sect was because he 
had top notch qualifications such as possessing Divine Constitution. He really 
did not expect that Severin not only had Divine Constitution, but also had a 
good talent for alchemy! 

Previously, when he made an exception and granted Severin the status of the 
sixth core disciple, he faced opposition from many elders in the sect. They 
said that in the tens of thousands of years since the Grandiuno Sect was 
founded, there had never been a sixth core disciple. 

The squabbling annoyed him so much that he finally used the excuse of going 
into retreat to escape from 1. it. Recalling the events, Oskar smiled and had a 
look of relief in his eyes. 

He swept his gaze across the several elders in the hall with a smile, taking in 
the expressions of everyone, and then said serenely, “It’s a good thing I made 
an exception to give Severin the status of a core disciple to recruit him into 
Grandiuno Sect. Otherwise, it will be another big loss for Grandiuno Sect if the 
Deifirm Sect, Purevoid Sect and other sects get him.” As if he had thought of 
something, he raised his hand and a porcelain bottle appeared out of thin air 
in front of him. 



Oskar formed his hand into claws, and used his spiritual energy to maneuver 
the porcelain bottle to where Ferland was standing. “Mister Ferland, please 
bring this Crystal Spring Pill to Pearl Light Isle as my reward for Severin!” The 
sect encouraged its disciples to break through the levels in the Alchemy 
Tower. After all, the Alchemy Tower was established by the fifth–generation 
sect master of Grandiuno Sect, and it contained a complete inheritance of 
alchemy! In the past, there were only a few people in the sect who could be 
considered as alchemy geniuses, including Celeste and Emery. Thus, Oskar 
wanted to encourage Severin by giving him a reward. 

When Ferland–who was not far away from Oskar–heard that, he first raised 
his hand to take the alchemical pill, then nodded. “Okay, Mister Oskar!” After 
saying that, he shot out of the hall in a brilliant rainbow light. 

In Pearl Light Isle, Severin, who had returned to the island, first gathered with 
Wuhlricht, the Grand Elder and others, and learned that Diane and the girls 
were still in retreat. He used his divine sense to scan the whole area and 
found that in several training rooms not far from where he was, Diane and 
Sheila had all broken through to level two supreme saint. 

The girls were full of energy and had nearly a hundred meridian points 
opened. 

It seemed that it would not take long for them to be able to hit the level three 
supreme saint, He learned from two great elders that the girls had rarely left 
the training rooms in half a year, prompting him to say with a bitter smile, 
“They’re really training hard, aren’t they?” 

 


